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ňěẅș

Friday December 2, 2016

Ŀěǻřňįňģ fřǿm ťħě Běșť
Five University of Dayton students received the ﬁrst Emerson Innovation Scholarships
sponsored by The Helix Innovation Center on the University of Dayton campus. They will
work with Emerson engineers and industry leaders to develop innovations in the heating,
ventilation, air conditioning and refrigeration industry.

* Frances Corujo, a mechanical engineering major from Toa Alta, Puerto Rico
* Kieran Holland, a computer engineering major from Maple Heights, Ohio

SELECT LANGUAGE

Each student will receive $10,000 to support their work and be assigned a mentor at The Helix. The students are:

* Nicholas Schlueter, an accounting and ﬁnance major from Montgomery, Ohio
* Kenneth Selby, a mechanical engineering major from New Lebanon, Ohio
* Jesse Thompson, a visual arts major from Franklin, Tennessee
"The collaboration with the University of Dayton is an important part of our mission at The Helix. We want these
students to become part of our collaboration community. So it was very important that we include students from
majors outside our traditional engineering path," said Rajan Rajendran, vice president of system innovation and
sustainability for Emerson's commercial and residential solutions platform.
The University of Dayton Institute of Applied Creativity for Transformation at ArtStreet also is a partner in the
Emerson Innovation Scholarship program. It is the institute's ﬁrst scholarship.
The 40,000 square-foot Helix contains six simulated environments that will provide University of Dayton students a
real-world research playground — a fully-functioning and furnished home, a model supermarket, a light commercial
environment, a commercial kitchen, a data center and an industrial chiller.

"I plan on taking advantage of the mentorship opportunity and learning diﬀerent ways I can apply what I'm learning
in school to help better the world. I hope to be more creative in my thinking," Holland said. "I look forward to
developing a great relationship with my mentor that goes beyond education."
The Helix scholarship program is an extension of the hands-on work University of Dayton students and Emerson
have done together since the early 1980s.
"Emerson's inﬂuence is woven throughout the fabric of the School of Engineering," said School of Engineering
Dean Eddy Rojas. "We deeply value our relationship with Emerson, as it has provided students with scholarships,
hands-on projects in our Design and Manufacturing Clinic and Innovation Center, and co-ops and internships.
"Our relationship with Emerson provides tremendous value to a University of Dayton education and improves
student outcomes. Opportunities our students will have in The Helix will only add to that."
In all, Emerson funds eight scholarships for University of Dayton students.
In addition to scholarships, an Emerson grant in the mid-1990's helped establish the School of Engineering's Design
and Manufacturing Clinic, which evolved into the School of Engineering's Innovation Center. That partnership is
providing uncommon opportunities for experiential learning. Nearly 3,000 students have conducted more than
1,200 projects for more than 200 companies in the Design and Manufacturing Clinic or the School of Engineering's
Innovation Center, meeting or exceeding expectations 85 percent of the time. Emerson has sponsored 91 of those
projects. Within the School of Engineering's Innovation Center is the Emerson Product Innovation Laboratory
established with a $1 million commitment.
"Emerson has been very generous with the support it provides our students," said Becky Blust, University of Dayton
School of Engineering Innovation Center director. "Emerson helps us show our students that entrepreneurship and
innovation are not just limited to academic exercises in classrooms."
The support has extended to signiﬁcant job opportunities for students while they're in school and as they start
careers. Nearly 200 students have worked as co-ops or interns at Emerson. Many of them — more than 100 alumni
holding more than 150 degrees — have gone on to jobs in Emerson companies.
For more information, contact Shawn Robinson, associate director of media relations, at 937-229-3391 or
srobinson@udayton.edu.
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